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Combining simplicity with power, Java has become the object-oriented language of choice for Internet programming and cross-platform applications. This comprehensive and easy-to-use guide provides you with the essential information you'll need to know in order to develop dynamic programs using the Java 2 Standard Edition 5.0 or later.
You'll be introduced to the fundamental ideas about the structure of Java programs and how they work. You'll gain a clear understanding of all the latest features of the Java language as well as the key packages in the Java class library. And with the help of numerous working examples, you'll find out how to apply the material so you can write your own full-featured applications and applets.     

This book teaches you how to start programming in Java, covering everything from putting together statements and performing calculations to applying the capabilities provided by the Java class libraries, and much more.     

What you will learn from this book     

	The basics of how the Java language works     
	Ways to apply key language elements     
	Methods for storing data in a program     
	How to define and utilize classes     
	How to create applets for use in interactive Web pages     
	Techniques for implementing an application with a graphical user interface     
	How to use the JDBC capability to work with relational databases     
	All the skills to become a knowledgeable Java programmer     


Who this book is for     

This book is for anyone who wants to explore how Java works and discover how to write fully featured and effective Java programs. No previous Java experience is necessary.          
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Knowledge and Knowledge Systems: Learning from the Wonders of the MindIGI Global, 2007
In recent years there has been a growing interest in the nature of knowledge, its structure, and its utilization. With the advent and eventual proliferation of computers and databases, knowledge has become a commodity embedded in our tools and in machines we use for everyday needs. We produce today more information (and knowledge) in one day than...
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Harvard Business Review on Managing High-Tech Industries (Harvard Business Review Paperback Series)Harvard Business School, 1999

	This title offers leading minds and landmark ideas in an easily accessible format. From the preeminent thinkers whose work has defined an entire field to the rising stars who will redefine the way we think about business, "The Harvard Business Review Paperback Series" delivers the fundamental information today's professionals...
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Workflow in the 2007 Microsoft Office SystemApress, 2007
Workflow is the glue that binds information worker processes, users, and artifacts. Without workflow, information workers are just islands of data and potential. Workflow in the 2007 Microsoft Office System details how to implement workflow in SharePoint 2007 and the rest of the 2007 Office System to help information workers share data,...
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Wireless Communications over MIMO Channels: Applications to CDMA and Multiple Antenna SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mobile radio communications are evolving from pure telephony systems to multimedia
platforms offering a variety of services ranging from simple file transfers and audio and
video streaming, to interactive applications and positioning tasks. Naturally, these services
have different constraints concerning data rate, delay, and...
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Nutrition and the Eye: Basic and Clinical Research (Developments in Ophthalmology, Vol. 38)Karger, 2004

	This volume contains a basic research section focusing on the major compounds of nutrition and food supplements as well as a clinical research section providing up-to-date information on the results of recent clinical studies. The first part gives an insight into the mechanisms of substances relevant to antioxidants and food supplements in...
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Web Programming with DartApress, 2014

	Web Programming with Dart is for programmers who want to master the new Dart programming language from Google, and also web developers who want to understand how Dart can integrate perfectly with HTML5 and CSS3.


	With this book you will understand the ins and outs of the language, how the tools work, and how to get the most...
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